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Introduction

A wire wrap spacer system utilises, small wires spiraling around

each fuel pin to position them"within their hexagonal duct. This

spacing concept has been used in many nuclear reactors and is

currently the reference design for the liquid metal cooled FFTF

reactor. Because of the complex geometry caused by the rotating

wire, simple equivalent diameter techniques are not sufficient

to predict accurately the pressure drop in the fuel pin region

of the reactor. An accurate prediction of pressure drop is

needed in order that plant parameters be optimized.

Hydraulic testing is needed to establish the pressure drop flow

characteristics of the fuel assembly. Because testing of all

possible configurations is not practical, and the pressure drop

in the pin bundle is a substantial portion of the total plant

pressure loss, a method to predict pressure drop in fuel assemblies

utilizing wire wrap spacing, is required. Available techniques

that predict pressure loss of Sangster and Rheme were com-
f *i\ t 0 / \

pared with experimental data of Reihman, Rehme * and Baumann
(5)

et. al . Because of inaccuracies in these methods, a new technique

has been developed, partially using ideas in the previous models

and using the above experimental data. After the model was de-

veloped, it was compared with pressure drop data obtained with

flowing sodium in a prototypic FFTF fuel assembly. The

comparison of independent data with the model is favorable.
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The model developed to predict; pressure losses in a wire wrapped

fuel assembly theoretically determiiu-s thr- fJov? distribution with-

in the fuel pj.ns and isultiplit'S the pressure drop for a ssaootV.

pipe, using equivalent diameter techniques, by an eiapericol correc-

tion factor. The emperical correction depends on fuel pin bundle

dimensions and flow rate.

The velocity in a central subchannel, V., forced by three rods

in a triangular pitch is determined from assembly dimensions

and average assembly velocity, V, .

V3 = X VT (1)

The flow distribution factor, X, is determined from central,

side and corner subchannels numbered 1 thru 3, respectively, as shown in

Figure. 1. Flow areas and equivalent diameters include the wire

wrap spacer and are based on the rods expanding freely within

the duct used to enclose tho rods rather than a tightly psckod

rod bundle with larger spacing between the wires on the outer

rods and the duct. This expansion is due to the "springy" nature

of long slender rods. It has been experimentally investigated

by Myers * and Balent- ^ . Thu flow distribution factor is

Using the flow conditions for the central subchannel, the pressure

drop is determined

AP «= Mf '. L p Vl ,„.
smooth ^ 2 — (3)



The uo1f:i.f»l-i.c:fition factor, M, .i\s used to increase, the; pressure

drop r.bovo l:U:,t cc-J cuinlad v;J! h .-i s-ooth tube frintioa factor.

It: pritsnrjly accounts for wire load nntl fuel pin pitch to

difimc:t.er rat io

.} 0.SS5fI 1. 29.7 (.?) 6-9-'<(Ue.j0.C86.

u 2.239 J

The friction factor for flow in a nuiooth pij^c, f ^ is

(8)
approsiroatotl by a ir.odi.ficd version of the Colebrook eq
tion nssurolng no roughness. 2

This procedure very accurately predicts the friction factor and

can eas-ily be utilised vhen the calculation is done by digital

computer. Hovrcvor, it is difficult and tedious to evaluate by

hand and the Blausitts approximation is sufficiently

accurate for hand calculation.

'smooth ° Re(°-
25>

Using the Blausius approximation, the. pressure drop can be

directly calculated based on bulk velocity conditions.

0.M t BVT ̂  (7)
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The method recommended in equations 1 through 7 is able to correlate

the data to + 14 percent at a 95 percent confidence level. The ex-

perimental data used for the correlation is that presented In References

2 through 5. The data used included a wide range of flew, rod and.wire

dimensions, and number of rods in a duct. The range of data used to

determine the multiplication factor, M, is tabulated in Table 1 along

with the range application for the correlation.

All-data presented by each experimenter was not. used because. It would

involve analyzing a horrendous amount of data, .Generally, four to

five data points were selected from each different geometrical con-

figuration. Approximately 300 points were used to determine the

correlation. Pin bundles containing from 19 to 2,17 rods enclosed in

a hexagonal duct were used while data for 7 pins were neglected.

The seven pin data were not used is because of the large effect of

the side channels, which niay behave differently Limn central channels

and cause additional uncertainty on the value of the X factor. This

effect is discussed later. The ratio of side to central channels in

a 7 pin bundle is unity while for a 19 pin bundle it is only one-half.

The experimental data used for the correlation presented the pressure

drop data in the form of a friction factor for the complete pin bundle,

f_, at different bundle Reynolds numbers, Re_,.

The pressure drop for the wire wrap pins would thus be

L PV



Tablefl Data Used in Correlation

- — • ' s — ' "* •

Pitch to Diameter | Lead to Diameter I Reynolds
Ratio I Ratio j NumberExperiment

Number of
Rods

Rod Diameter
(Inches)

Reihman
Reference 3 19 to 217 0.196 to 0.300 1.06 to 1.32 24 to 96 1 2,600 to 185,000

Reference 2 and
4

jUaumann et al
[Reference 5

19 to 61 0.472 1.13 to 1.42 8 to 50

19 to 61 0.236 to 0.261 1.17 to 1.23

6,000 to 200,000 *

j !
15 to 23 • 15,000 to 200,000j

{ 1
{Applicable Range
,'ior Correlation 19 to 217

} i • s i

0.196 to 0.472 { 1.06 to 1.42 I 8 to 96 j 2,600 to 200,000}
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Using the approach discussed in this paper, it is necessary to

determine central subchannel conditions. Using the X factor1,

the friction factor for the central subchannel is related to the

measured value by combining equations 1 and 6.

_ T ^
fl 2 Dc~

The Reynolds number must also be adjusted in a similar nanner.

XDe,

The accuracy of the data are graphically presented in Figure 2.

This is done by dividing the experimental friction factor, defined

by Equation 9, by the multiplier, M. For a perfect correlation,

the data would fall directly on the smooth friction factor curve.

Thus, the scatter is a measure of experimental error and perhaps •

the inability to obtain a perfect correlation. The data points

. fall within the + 14 percent error band with a 95% confidence level.
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IV. Coinpari^on W:i__fli ^OCIJAIMJKnt£»

Pressure drop data was obtained from a Fl-TF 217 pin bundle used

for life test: simulation in flowing sodium. The wire-wrapped

pins were enc3of?od in a hexagonal duct with a 4,354 inch across

flats dimension and were about 92 inches long. Two pressure

taps were located four feet apart within the pin region and the

differential pressure loss was obtained by subtracting the

absolute pressure readings at the two locations. Pressure drop

readings were taken at sodium isothermal temperatures of 400,

800 and 1100°V with sodium flow rates varying from 72 to 533

(10, 11, 32)
gpm. s

Figure 3 illustrates a comparison of the theoretical pressure

loss compared with the experimentally measured values. The

geometry used for the theoretical prediction was based on hot dimensions,

adjusted to account for the thermal expansion of the material.

If cold dimensions were used, pressure drop predictions would

be about four percent too large. The sodium data obtained from

the experiment were not used to develop the correlation and are

independent verification of the theoretical pressure drop predic-

tion. These data are well within the + 14 percent and illustrate

the ability of the correlation to accurately predict losses in • '

a wire wrap.
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V. Flow Distribution Factor

The method recommended to predict pressure drop in a wire wrapped

pin bundle requires the. evaluation of two independent factors, a

flow distribution factor, X, and a friction factor multiplication

term, M. The latter will be discussed following this section.

The method used to predict flow distribution is similar to that

developed by San'gster.

In order to predict pressure drop, it is first necessary to

understand and accurately predict the hydraulic behavior in a

complex geometry such as a wire wrapped pin bundle. Not only is

the hydraulic behavior performance, needed for pressure drop

consideration, but it is also required for evaluation of tempera-

tures within a heated fuel pin bundle, such as in a nuclear reactor.

Since the pressure drop in all subchannels in a pin bundle is

the same, the. velocity in each subchannel can be determined using

the friction factor relationship. For a pin bundle in a hexagonal

,: duct, as shown in Figure 1,

APX = AP2 = &P3 (11)

or

f k Pvi2
 f k pv?

2 _ f L pv 2
lDel "IT 2 D£2 "IT " 3 "£3 ~i~

Assuming the friction factor for each subchannel has the same relationship

m p Vi D ei
Re.

i V
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equation 12 can be rewritten by. substituting the above relationship,

This assumption is somewhat questionable in that the corner and

side channels are not likely to have the same friction factor

relationship as the central channel because they have different

geometries. However, this assumption is required due to lack

of experimental measurements of individual subchannels.

Replacing the friction factor in equation 12 by Its emperical

relationship yields

(2-m)

De
(1-fm)

De

(2-m)
i

(1+m)

V
(2-m)

De
(U-m)

(14)

Equation ].4 is then combined with the following continuity equation which

requires the sum of the flows in each subchannel to equal the total flow.

K1V1A1 + N2V2A2 + N3V3A3 = VTAT (15)

Combining equations 14 and 15 to eliminate two of the unknown velocities

(V^ and V ) yields and equation involving only V and V

(De,
N1 A1 + N2 A2

'De,
N3 A3 (16)

where a = ;±I^ . For m = 0.25 (as in equation ft™ = 0.7.14;
(2-m) „ x ^ '»

This relationship could also be derived for k parallel flow channels that

have the same pressure drop. The velocity for the Jth subchannel can be
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determincd by

De

and the flow distribution factor for the j subchannel is

A
X = i

y -A K|* <ie)

11 H

V I . S i n b o t i r ^ J : J - j ? J : ^ o j : _ F a c t _ o r _ . Q y ^ ^ j ^

The section illustrates the rationale used for1the derivation of the frietic::

factor multiplier, M. The basic parameters that determine the friction

factor for wire wrapped pin bundles are the pitch to diameter ratio, the wir-s

lead to diameter ratio and the Reynolds number.

H = g (P/D, 1I/D, Re) (19) j
s

The complexity of flow within a wire wrapped pin bundle makes it difficult . I

to derive theoretical relationships. Instead, esr.perical relationships are J

used to correlate the data. However, some insight into the pressure drop I

correlation can be gained by examining the velocity along a wire wrapped pin.If one !

assumes the flow follows the wire wrap in the central subchannels, then a theoretics^

relationship between the axial velocity and the increased velocity ilcr.g the i

wire can easily be derived. This can be seen by examining Figure 4 • |

which divides the velocities into vector components. Assuming all the tie: |

follows the wire, an increased velocity is I



-.H-
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Figure 4. Effective Velocity
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(20)

(?)
Echme found the fo31.oiv.ing emperical correlation fit the data more
accurately

I
Vl J f T I P H 3 2'16

F = -_ «YYp + j 7* 6!)'^/ (21)

The model proposed in this memo to correlate the data is very similar to

equation 21, with the addition of a Reynolds number effect. It was

assumed Lhat F behaved as follows

(-)°2 + C (-P-)C/| (")°5 Re ° 6

where C. through C( are independent constants used to fit the data. This

• type of fit more accurately predicted the pressure drop behavior. Based

on o-regression analysis of the data, the relationship derived is

/ "JP.6.94 0.086

• -F V "^)"07l24
+ 29*7 "^27239" (23)

If one assumes this "increased" velocity increases the dynamic head. Pressure

drop in a wire wrap pin bundle is •

k2i
where the friction factor is also determined from the increased velocity.
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Substituting the Blsusius approximation for the friction factor

f B £..316

(Re) 0* 2 3

yields the following

(25)

AP = iL_3i
6. 0.25,-V1 ,1.75

(26) ,

v

i
where the V1 was replaced by FV..

However, F ' may be considered analogous to M, the smooth tube friction

factor multiplier. Indeed, they are almost identical with the exception

that the actual correlation of the data indicated

M .,1.77
M - J; (27)

while the theoretical relationship indicated the exponent was 1.75 as shown in

equation 26. T n i s i s remarkably close considering the wide range of data used

for the correlation ar.d gives some credence to the theory. The effect of

pitch and wire lead on the friction factor multiplier, M, is shown in Figure 5.

Interesting results are. revealed as we plot the ratio of equation 23 to

equation 20 as shown on Figure 6. This may be considered as the ratio of

calculated "increased'1 velocity, based on the data, to that of the pure

theory. At high lead to diameter ratios, this ratio approaches unity.

However, at low lead to diameter, the ratio is considerably greater than

unity. This may be caused by some of the flow jumping the wire, creating

additional pressure 2esses due to contractions and expansions. Thus, when

used in Equation 24, the velocity, \' would have to exceed unity to account

for the increased pressure drop.
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VII. Experiwenrnl Data

This section will he-. used prir.nrily to su-.̂ arizc the experimental tech-

niques uace! and the data selected for the correlation. All data analyzed

were for a single wire* spiralcd around each rod. All rods were located

on a triangular pitch and enclosed on a hexagonal duct. Data for other

configurations, such as scalloped or circular ducts, were not used because

of the difference in geometry in the outer subchannels.

As previously discussed, it was assumed that the friction factor relation-

ship for other subchannels was identical as that of the central subchannel.

This assumption, although probably incorrect, was used because of inadequate

data for outer subchannels. Since seven pin bundles contain a large number

of outer channels with respect to the central channels, these data were

neglected. Pin bundles containing 19 or nore pins were used. For 19 pins,

the ratio of side to central subchannel is 0.5 compared with unity for

a seven pin cluster. Since nuclear reactor fuel assemblies generally

contain 19 or more fuel pins, the neglect of the seven pin data is not

considered serious.

The accuracy of the data was of concern to R&Tirae ' . . For this - -

reason, the experimenter did not place pressure taps within the rodded area

because he felt that cross flow, caused by the spiral wire wrap, might

cause erroneous pressure readings. Instead, he placed taps above and

below the ends of the pins and used two different lengths of pins for each

given geometry. Thusj the difference in pressure drop for each configuration

is attributable only to the length difference. : •

(3)

Reihman, on the other hand, placed six taps at each axial location and

put them into a conir.on header. He also measured the pressure differential

at a given a::ial location using the six taps, one of each flat of the hex,

and found these variations to be small. Thus, the phenomenon that Rheme

worried about had little affect on pressure measurements.
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• (3)

Baumann et al did not report the method used to measure pressure drop

nor did they present graphical or tabulated results of the data. Instead, they

repeated equations, representing the friction factor, for each geonetry. These

equations were used to supply the points for the correlation in this-paper

They also presented data for many types of spacers but only the data

for one spiral wrap per rod was used.

VIII. Comparison -With Other Methods -

The ability of a method to predict pressure drop better than other methods

is the true test of its performance. Therefore, this method was compared

••••• with other available methods. Table. 2 illustrates the comparison. Both

the expected error at the 95% confidence level and the average error are

defined. These methods shall be discussed below. •

Sangster's ̂ -nlodel was based on determining the flow distribution and

,, 'he smooth friction factor by two constants, Y and Z. The flow distribution factor

X, is basically the same one as presented in this memo. The values of the Yar.d

Z factors depend upon the pitch to diameter ratio, P/D, and the wire lead to

diameter ratio, H/D. It is shown in Table 2 that this method does not -••

predict pressure drop very accurately and generally predicts a lower value -

than the experimental data. Several reasons might cause the inaccuracies -

in this model. First, the Y factor, which solely determines the P/D effect, —

is based on bare rod data and not wire wrap data. Second, the Z factor, which .'

evaluates the H/D effect, was based partly on pin bundles containing seven - •

pins in scalloped and' circular ducts. Third, some of the data checked

against this method, exceeded the range he recommended for the correlation.
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(2)

Rehme's model was the more accurate than that of Sangster. As

expected, it fit his data best while not fitting the other "data as well.

His mathod,.however, doesnot adequately handle the flow distribution

effect. He uses a ratio of wetted perimeters to determine the flow

distribution.

(1 ̂

The pressure drop model proposed by the de Stordeur^ '-is approximate in

its treatment of wire-wrap spacers and was not checked against the data.

Sangster indicates many reasons why this model is not accurate. Those

interested can find the discussion in his paper.



Table 2

Comparison of Accuracy Of Pressure Drop Models

Author

This paper

Sangster^

Rehme^ •

Accuracy at 95%
Cofidence Level

14%

53%

18%

Average Error

fcalc-fexP x 1 0 Q

exp

; +1%

-18%

-5%
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Noroenclaturii

A - Flow Area

D - Rod Diameter

De - Equivalent Diameter

f - Friction Factor

F - Ratio of Effective to Axial Velocity

g - Gravitational Constant

H - Wire Lead

L - Length

m - Exponent: of Fraction Factor

M - Friction Factor Multiplier

K - Number of Subchannels

P - Rod Pitch

Re - Reynolds Number

V - Axial Velocity

V - Effective Velocity

X - Flow Distribution Factor

a - (2-nO/(l+m)

AP - Pressure Drop

p - Density

p - Viscosity

Subscripts

1 Central Subchannel

2 Side Subchannel

3 Corner Subchannel

T Total
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Appendix — SampJe Calculation

This appendix v/ill describe and illustrate the scmi-enperical r.sethod de-

scribed by this paper to predict pressure drop in a fuel assembly using

a wire-wrap spacer system. The fuel assembly has a perfectly hexagonal

duct, with a 4.335 inch across flats dimension, which encloses 217 pins.

Each fuel pin has a 0.230 outer diameter and one 0.056 inch wire-wrap with a

12 'inch spiral wire lead. The 750°l? sodium flows through tha assembly

at a rate of 183,000 lb/hr. The pressure drop will be calculated for one

foot of fuel pin length. The liquid sodium properties are:

V = ,677
lb
hr-ft

p = 53.5 lb/ft

Assuming the rods have expanded within the duct, the spacing between centers

of adjacent pins is 0.2879 inches. The spacing between the surface of the

outer rod and the duci: is 0.0579 inches. Thus, the three types of subchannels

in Figure 1 have the following dimensions.

/Subchannel No.

Number of Subchannels

2
Flow Area (in )

Equivalent Diameter (in)

/
1

384

0.0139

0.124

' 2

48

0.0278

0.151

', 3

6

0.0099

0.114

-
•' ' Total

6.724

0.128

The above dimensions assume the wire wrap is "smeared" uniforrJy in all

channels. The central and side subchannels each contain one-half a wire

while each corner subchannel contains one-sixth of a wire wrap.

Using the total flow area within the assembly, the average velocity is:

m—-= 20.3 ft/sec
P AT

(A-l)
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Using the. above diverts ions in equation 2, X can easily be evaluated. From

equation 1 the central velocity is

Vl =}[VT = °'9/l * ?0*3 " I9t7

For the central channel, the Reynolds number is

R e a PVDe! 53.5.X 19.7 x 3600 x 0.12A g 5 7 > 9 Oo (A-3)
1 iT = .677 x 12

The friction factor for a smooth tube can be ea$;ily calculated by hand

using equation 6.

s - ° - 0 M *

The multiplication factor is evaluated using equation A. The P/D ratio for

this assembly is 0.7.86/0.7.30 or 1.2A3. Thus, the value of this factor is

"S 0 88S

(1.2A3)
124 + llJ-M^?Lll^^m)V .x.05 (A-A)

(12/0.23)Z'235 J

Finally, the pressure drop for one-foot of fuel pin length can be

calculated using equation 3.

AP = Mf ..smooth

n nc «,«/ 12 53.5 X 19.72
= 1.05 x .0204 xoTia x - — — -

= A.64 Psi/foot of length (A-5).

r
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